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About This Game

Man the guns! The enemy fleet is on the horizon!
Defend your fort from attacks – show your tactical skill.

Build cannons, save money, destroy the enemy with the help of secret weaponry and keep your wits about you, because your
enemy never sleeps.

This unique historical setting will allow you to immerse yourself in an atmosphere of real and uncompromising battle. Varied
enemies, powerful cannons and secret weaponry which will drive your enemy to despair – all of this in a new Tower Defense

game!
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Man the guns!

All the power of artillery in your hands!

Powerful cannons and serious opponents

A unique setting and secret weaponry

Build an ideal defense!
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Really nice balanced tower defence game.
With every game you gain special rewards (anchors) that you can use to permanently upgrage your towers.

Only what could this game be missing is anime girls maybe.... It's fun. A new twist on tower defense, with ships and aquatic
maps. You can do upgrades, both temporary, during each game, as well as long term, permanent ones, as you win levels.. Bought
it when it was on sale for $0.49, worth it.. I'm not sure why this has mostly negative reviews so far, It's what it say's on the tin,.
Well this is a classic tower defense game, nothing fancy but good enough, requires some tinkering to win them all, has a lot of
levels with nice variety in difficulty etc.

pros:
+good pass time
+involves some rpg
+solid number of different towers
+lots of levels with different routes/layouts
+bonus story/content/levels
+nice difficulty bar
+steam achievements
+steam trading cards

cons:
-graphically feels really old, runs smooth but its more of a pixalated strech then anything else, DSR fixed it slightly
-after upgrading to the max some of the towers you can power through anything
-no shortcuts
-sound and music is awfull, muted both and played my own

On a discount this is a solid pick for someone who likes tower defense games, or occassional pass time.
Overall 5/10. Recommended on discount price.. Highly addivtictive tower defense game. But some towers are acting retard (ie
when an enemy is right in front of them whereas they prefer to send rockets to another one that's miles away. Very well
implemented upgrade system. Visuals are also nice.

A note to developer:
Dear dev, I don't know if you ever encountered before but let me tell you this. There's this "ESC" key and it's been a global
pause/quit function key since the invention of computers. Please, but please, do assign this key as a defauls pause/quit function
key for this little game also.
Sincerely, iaLiN.
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I've put almost 6 hours into the game and have unlocked all the achievements, but bear in mind that the achievements don't
require 100% progress.

PROS
+ Nice, stylish art style
+ Graphics don't get in the way of the game
+ Achievements are easy to get, but one of them is a little grindy (kill 20,000 enemies)
+ One of the better tower defence games on Steam, but don't expect 'spectacular'
+ Gameplay is robust, but nothing extraordinary
+ No issues with the running of the game - it never crashed on me
+ Permanent upgrades to towers and abilities through 'research tree' (and can be reset with no penalty)
+ Fast-forward button to get through early waves twice as quickly

CONS
- Music gets annoying very quickly, so have your Spotify list ready
- It's essentially a very basic towed defence game, and no really innovations
- It feels like a mobile game (I suspect it's ported from one anyway)
- The game gets 'samey' very quickly, so it's better to play in short bursts
- No heroes as in Kingdom Rush franchise

Overall it's an easy game to recommend. It's nothing ground-breaking, but it's one of those games you can play for a few
minutes whilst waiting for friends to turn up to Fortnite, R6S, or whatever. It also has easy achievements for those who have
OCD and prefer to get 100% (you absolutely don't have to complete all levels, and you also don't need to get 3 stars on all
levels).

RECOMMENDED (but definitely not what I'd call "highly recommended").. Iron Sea Defenders. Great one, one of the best
basic tower D game for less than $1. More of a challange than I initially expected (even on easy level). Nothing groundbreaking,
but a solid enjoyable experience.. Highly addivtictive tower defense game. But some towers are acting retard (ie when an enemy
is right in front of them whereas they prefer to send rockets to another one that's miles away. Very well implemented upgrade
system. Visuals are also nice.

A note to developer:
Dear dev, I don't know if you ever encountered before but let me tell you this. There's this "ESC" key and it's been a global
pause\/quit function key since the invention of computers. Please, but please, do assign this key as a defauls pause\/quit function
key for this little game also.
Sincerely, iaLiN.. No crashes or technical issues, trading cards drop normally, too
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